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Abstract—This paper proposes a Markov decision process
(MDP) based base station management scheme that dynami-
cally and collectively manages activation of a group of base
stations depending on the time-varying traffic demand for power
conservation in self-organization networks. Our MDP model
is unique in a sense that it accurately captures the dynamics
of handover traffic among neighboring cells, and it formulates
infeasible actions as constraints in a constrained optimization
problem. Simulation results confirm that the proposed scheme
can significantly reduce power consumption: 55% of daily power
savings, upto 73% of power savings during low traffic periods,
and the minimum 23% of power savings even during high traffic
periods. Our MDP algorithms find desired optimal policies to
deactivate unnecessary base stations without sacrificing network
performances.

Index Terms—Self-organizing network, Markov decision pro-
cess, Energy efficiency, Green wireless network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network traffic statistics has shown an alarming growth

trend, especially in the mobile sector. Cisco has forecasted

that mobile data traffic will increase 13-fold between 2012

and 2017 [1]. By 2017, global mobile data traffic can be 11.2

exabytes per month. To support the anticipated huge traffic de-

mand, more communication infrastructure has been deployed

causing a significant jump in power consumption. The power

consumption of communication networks has become a major

issue not only from its environmental concern but also from its

economic impact. Nowadays, major service providers consume

a few TWh per year, which results in significant electricity

costs and serious burdens on operational expenditure (OPEX).

We are interested in finding a method to conserve power while

supporting the increasing traffic demand.

Network energy efficiency can be achieved through various

approaches. First, we may find a way to provide the same level

of service quality with less traffic. For example, a multicast

or mobile content distribution access network will reduce the

total traffic volume in a mobile network. Second, we may

improve equipment efficiency such that we can send the same

amount of traffic with less energy. A base station with more

efficient RF power amplifier will need less energy to transmit

the same amount of data. Third, we may operate a network

in a more energy efficient way to reduce power wastage. In

general, current networks are provisioned for peak traffic out

of diurnal traffic demand variation and run in full capacity

irrespective of traffic load. With such peak-traffic provision,

base stations typically use up to 90% of its maximum power

while offering little service most of the times. Reasonably,

we should de-activate (turn off) a base station when there are

very few users within its coverage and it is feasible to offload

the few users to its neighboring cells. We focus on the third

approach, hereafter.

In the literature [2], the concept of self-organizing network

(SON) with dynamic activation of base stations and traffic

offloading has been introduced in 3GPP (TS 32.521). In [3],

usage scenarios for power conservation through SON have

been presented. Practically, if traffic statistics are available, we

can optimize the base station activations and user offloading

so that optimal power savings can be achieved. However, there

is no standardized scheme for such base station management.

In the absence of a standard, various dynamic base station

management schemes have been proposed in the literature.

Oliver [4] has introduced a scheme that combines radio re-

source management based short-term mechanisms with SON-

based long-term mechanisms to ensure that power consump-

tion of a base station is more proportional to its user demand.

In a separate work, Sheng [5] has proposed an integration

of centralized and distributed greedy algorithms to manage

trade-off between radio coverage and energy efficiency. For

a problem similar to [5], Josip [6] has formalized an integer

programming approach to identify the optimal energy con-

sumption in consideration of user demand satisfactions and

coverage guarantee requirements. In general, these schemes

require rapid decision making in response to changes in the

network. But, traditional optimization techniques may not be

agile and can not be performed rapidly. In the literature,

Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a useful tool to rapidly

identify an optimal decision in the presence of system dynam-

ics. Saker [7] has derived an MDP scheme to identify optimal

sleep-awake decision for femto base stations to conserve

energy while macro base station provides service coverage

guarantee. Note that MDP offers a mathematical modeling

framework in situations where rewards are partly stochastic

and partly under the control of a decision maker. Therefore,

we are keen in exploring the use of MDP in dynamic base

station management for power conservation in SON.
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In this paper, we capture the dynamics within a communi-

cation network using a Markov chain such that the dynamic

activation of base station and traffic offloading become an

intrinsic part of an MDP. The optimal policy of the MDP

will be used to perform the desired base station management

in the presence of time-varying traffic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the system model. Section III describes in detail

the proposed MDP model and identifies the optimal policy.

Evaluation results are given in Section IV before this paper

ends with concluding remarks in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a cluster of 4 hexagonal cells with radius R
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the figure, base station i is located

at the center of cell i, i = 1, ..., 4. For each cluster, there is a

centralized decision maker that will perform the dynamic base

station management. The optimal MDP policy we identify in

Section III will be implemented at the decision maker.

Fig. 1. System model with a cluster of 4 hexagonal cells.

In Fig. 1, up and down arrows represent arriving and

departing traffic, respectively. In a cell i, traffic arrives at

a rate Λi, and this traffic arrival comprises both new call

initiations and incoming handover traffic from neighboring

cells. Similarly, traffic departs at a rate μi from cell i, and

this traffic departure comprises both call ending and outgoing

handover traffic to neighboring cells. In each cell i, user traffic

arrivals follow a Poison process with rate Λi [calls/hours/area],

and service duration follows an exponential distribution with

average service duration 1/μi [sec].

In the system model, a base station with a low traffic load

may be de-activated (turned off) to conserve power. When

this occurs, the users from a turned-off cell will be offloaded

to a neighboring cell. For accuracy, the required transmission

power to reach the offloaded users from a neighboring base

station is computed following a 3GPP channel model with

path loss. We will present the channel model later in Section

III when we discuss the reward function for the proposed MDP

model.

For the traffic model, we adopt the time-varying intensity

pattern in [8] for each cell. Fig. 2 depicts the normalized

daily traffic pattern and its approximations with seven discrete

values. With this pattern, traffic intensity changes as a function

of time.

We further assume frequency band of every neighboring

cells does not interfere with each other, and intra-cell inter-

Fig. 2. Daily and approximated traffic pattern models [8].

ference is resolved by a multiple antenna array which induces

additional spatial capacity with a beam-forming technique.

III. MDP BASED DYNAMIC BASE STATION MANAGEMENT

In this section, we introduce the modeling method of

converting our dynamic base station management scheme to a

MDP framework.

A. MDP Framework

Markov Decision Process (MDP) is defined as four tuples: a

set of states, state transition probability, MDP epoch time, and

actions. These elements are utilized for MDP algorithms which

generate optimal policies for every states by considering state

transition probability. Following subsections will introduce

each tuple.

1) State: Transitions between different degrees of traffic

demands need to be modeled probabilistically. Hence, we

define MDP system state as a vector of degrees of traffic

demands for all cells in a cluster. Since it is onerous for a

decision maker to handle every traffic transitions, we adopt

some representative number from one to Nstep to indicate the

degree of traffic demands. The MDP system state becomes

s = [s1, ..., sNcell
], where Ncell is the number of cells. Here,

si ∈ {1, .., Nstep} is the state of cell i and Nstep is the number

of predetermined grouped states. The state of cell i, si, is

determined by

si = arg
j
{0 ≤ di ≤ c1, cj−1 < di ≤ cj}, (1)

where cj is the j-th boundary number of assigned channels,

di is the total demands of traffic channels in cell i, 1 < j ≤
Nstep, and 0 < c1 < · · · < cNstep

= Nch. For the simplicity

of the representation, denote S as a set of all feasible states

s.

Degrees of user distribution form the MDP system state

s. For example, consider traffic demands d = [13, 7, 15, 39]
channels and boundary numbers of assigned channels

[c1, ..., c5] = [8, 16, 24, 32, 40]. Then, by the definition of state

in (1), the state s becomes [2, 1, 2, 5].
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2) Transition probability: As a result of the probabilistic

behaviors in user arrival and departure process as well as the

action taken, the MDP transits randomly from one state to

another state from time to time. The transition probability from

state sfrom to state sto when action a is taken is denoted as

P a
δ (sfrom, sto) and is expressed as follows;

P a
δ (sfrom, sto) = Pr.(s(t+ δ) = sto|s(t) = sfrom,a(t) = a).

(2)

Here, the expression is the probability that action a taken in

state sfrom = [s1, ..., sNcell
] at time t will transit the MDP

system to state sto = [s′1, ..., s
′
Ncell

] at next time instant, t+ δ,

where Λiδ � 1 and μiδ � 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ Ncell. Though

the state of each cell depend on the states of neighbor cells,

equation (2) can be expressed as multiplication of the state

transition probability for each cell as follows:

P a
δ (sfrom, sto) =

Ncell∏
i=1

Ti(si, s
′
i|sfrom), (3)

= Pδ(sfrom, sto) (4)

where Ti(si, s
′
i|sfrom) is the transition probability of cell i

from si to s′i with state sfrom. Notice that we have removed

subscript a from the expression for system state transition

probability, because the transitions solely depend on user

arrivals and departures, not the action taken.

The arrival process also depends on the states of neighbor

cells; arrival rate Λ(s) is the sum of new call initiation λnew

and handover call arrival λho(s). Because of the homogeneity

assumption, λho(s) is the sum of crossing rates of users

from the neighboring cells which equals to V L/πS [calls/sec]

where V is average speed of users, and L is length of

hexagonal cell boundary with area S [9].

We assume that the call holding time Th and the cell dwell

time Td are exponentially distributed with the average 1/μ
and 1/η, respectively. As both Th and Td are exponentially

distributed, the channel holding time, Tc = min(Th, Td), is

exponentially distributed with average 1/μc = 1/(μ+ η) [9].

With the exponentially distributed Tc, the transition probability

matrix for cell i can be determined as follows:

Ti(si, s
′
i|sfrom)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pr.[di = csi |csi−1 < di ≤ csi , s = sfrom]Λi(s)δ,

1 < s′i = si + 1 ≤ Nstep,

Pr.[di = csi−1 + 1|csi−1 < di ≤ csi , s = sfrom]csi−1μcδ,

1 ≤ s′i = si − 1 < Nstep,

1− Ti(si, si + 1|sfrom)− Ti(si, si − 1|sfrom),
1 ≤ s′i = si ≤ Nstep,

0, otherwise.
(5)

The transition probability matrix (TPM) Pδ can be gen-

erated with the transition probability in (4). Then, when

Δt = c × δ, c ≥ 1, the TPM PΔt can be obtained by

multiplying the MDP Pδ c times as follows:

PΔt = P
(c)
δ . (6)

Finally, the transition probability PΔt(sfrom, sto) for the tran-

sition time Δt can be obtained from the TPM PΔt.

3) MDP epoch time: A decision maker takes actions, that

is, turning on or off of base stations for every MDP epoch

time, Δt = c × δ, c ≥ 1. Because the MDP epoch time can

affect the performance of the MDP optimization, i.e, power

saving, selecting the suitable MDP epoch time can be a critical

matter; but it is not a simple matter, either, due to the concerns

discussed below.

The transition time δ considered in the previous subsection

to calculate state transition probability in each cell can be

used as the MDP epoch time. For instance, suppose Λi

[calls/sec/cell] is some ten, then δ must be much smaller

than a second. Then, such a short MDP epoch time would

react quite fast for time-varying traffic, but a too short MDP

epoch time is impractical due to physical limitations such

as a base station transition time for activation/deactivation;

it can be impractical for a decision maker to take actions in

a very short time period such as every 0.1 second. Moreover,

a too short MDP epoch time triggers ping-pong effects which

can cause unnecessary base station transitions and can result

considerable amount of power consumption for turning base

stations on/off so many times. On the other hand, when the

MDP epoch time is too long, it cannot react fast enough for

time-varying traffic, resulting in less effective power savings.

Thus, the suitable MDP epoch time must be selected to reflect

both power saving aspects and implementation concerns.

4) Action: Action includes both base station activation and

deactivation followed by traffic offloading. Specifically, action

ai,j means that base station i is still on but base station j
is turned off; then, base station i serves all users in cell j.

Similarly, action ai,i implies that base station i is on and does

not offload its traffic to any neighboring base stations. Then,

the action set a = {a1,1, a1,2, ..., ai,j , ..., a4,4} of 4 hexagonal

cells includes all possible actions within a cluster. We use the

following action values to indicate whether an action is taken

or not.

ai,j =

{
1, if action ai,j is taken

0, if action ai,j is not taken
.

Not all combinations of possible actions are feasible at the

same time. For example, when action a1,2 is taken, action a3,2
can not be taken because a user should be served by only one

base station. For an action to be feasible, the following four

conditions must be fulfilled:

• when a cell is covered by other base station, its base

station should be turned-off,

• a cell with an activated base station should not be

supported by any other base stations,

• all cells should be covered, and

• base station 1 cannot serve cell 4, and similarly base

station 4 cannot serve cell 1. That is, a1,4 = a4,1 = 0.

Later, these four conditions become constraints for an MDP

optimization problem.
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B. Constrained Optimization Problem

Rewards can be the expected energy savings with certain

action. Thus, in our model, the reward function is defined as

the amount of power savings with the action a in state s;

R(s,a) =
∑
s′∈S

PΔt(s, s
′)×Ra(s

′), (7)

where PΔt(s, s
′) is the transition probability for the MDP

epoch time Δt and Ra(s
′) is the power savings of action a

compared to a baseline system that all base stations are on all

the times regardless of the time-varying traffic intensity.

With the defined MDP tuples and the reward function, the

MDP optimization problem can be expressed as follows:

π(s) = argmax
a

R(s,a), (8)

subject to

ai,jaj,k = 0 for ∀i, j, k ∈ {1, ..., Ncell} and i �= j, (9)∑
i∈{1,...,Ncell}

ai,j = 1 for ∀j ∈ {1, ..., Ncell}, (10)

∑
j∈{1,...,Ncell}

ai,jcsj ≤ Nch for ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Ncell}, (11)

where R(s,a) is a reward function of state s and action a, (9)

and (10) are constraints to guarantee the feasibility of actions,

and (11) is about the availability of services.

The power consumption in the definition of rewards is

the instantaneous power consumption of all base stations in

the model. We refer [10] to model a base station power

consumption as Pbaseline+Δp×ptx, where Pbaseline is baseline

power, Δp is power consumption per capacity, and ptx is

transmit power. Fig. 3 illustrates the linear power model of

a LTE base station and its linear approximation.

Two standard families of dynamic programming algorithms,

which are policy iteration and value iteration, are applied to

find the optimal MDP policy (8). These algorithms require the

following two arrays to generate the desired optimal policies:

π(s) := argmax
a

{∑
s′∈S

PΔt(s, s
′)(Ra(s

′) + γV (s′))

}
, (12)

V (s) :=
∑
s′∈S

PΔt(s, s
′)(Rπ(s)(s

′) + γV (s′)). (13)

The policy iteration algorithm exhaustively searches through

the set of all feasible policies to identify the truly optimal

solution. On the other hand, the value iteration algorithm

continuously invents a new policy that maximizes the in-

stantaneous value function V (s) until the maximized value

converges to a stationary value.

C. Reward function analysis

In the linear base station power model, transmit power is

the only parameter to calculate the power consumption of a

Fig. 3. (a) Linear power model -LTE base station from EARTH project and
(b) its approximation [10].

base station. Therefore, a link budget calculation is required

to find transmit power Ptx;

Sensrx = Ptx +Gtx − Lcable −Mintf. −Mfade

−Lindoor −Och +Grx − Lbody − Lpath, (14)

with the parameters in Table I [11]. We adopt Okumura-Hata

model which is most commonly used model in urban area [12]

as described below:

Lpath = 69.55 + 26.16× log(f)− 13.82× log(hB)

−CH + [44.9− 6.55× log(hB)]× log(d) [dB],

where hB is the height of base station antenna, f is the carrier

frequency, CH is antenna height correction factor (depend on

size of city, height of user, and f ), and d is distance between

base station and user. From (14), Ptx = Lpath − 90.7 dBm.

As described earlier, we have adopted the grouped state

representation. Therefore, we only know the range of number

of users instead of the exact number of users in the cell.

To deal with the worst case, we consider maximum traffic

demands among the grouped state in finding the expected

power consumption. The expectation of transmit power for

base station i with action a and state s can be expressed as

P tx,i(s,a) = Kself
i (s,a)× E[Ptx,self ]

+Kneighbor
i (s,a)×E[Ptx,neighbor],

where E[Ptx,self ] is the expected transmit power to serve

cell i, E[Ptx,neighbor] is the expected transmit power to serve
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN LINK BUDGET MODEL [11]

Para
meters

Unit Significance Used
value

Sensrx dBm Receiver sensitivity (=Receiver noise
floor + SINR)

-107.5

UE noise figure (7 dB) + Thermal
noise (-104 dBm) + SINR (-10 dB)
= -107.5 dBm

Ptx dBm Transmit power (max)
46

Gtx, Grx dBi Transmit/receive antenna gain 18, 0

Lcable,
Lindoor

dB Cable loss and indoor loss 2, 20

Mintf.,
Mfade

dB Interference margin and fading mar-
gin

3,8.8

Och dB Control channel overhead 1

Lbody dB Body loss 0

Lpath dB Path loss, Hata model is used -

R Mbps Target data rate 1

B kHz signal bandwidth 360

neighboring cells, Kself
i (s,a) is the number of users in cell

i, and Kneighbor
i (s,a) is the number of users in neighboring

cells .

Eventually, the immediate power savings Ra(s
′) becomes

Ra(s
′) = Δp× {

P tx,i(s
′,abase)− P tx,i(s

′,a)
}
, (15)

where abase is the baseline base station management policy

that each base station will serve its cell. Finally, (7) becomes

R(s,a)

=
∑
s′∈S

PΔt(s, s
′)×Δp× {

P tx,i(s
′,abase)− P tx,i(s

′,a)
}
.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

Through simulation studies, we evaluate the effectiveness

of the identified MDP optimal policies in achieving our goals

of conserving power while serving a time-varying traffic load.

We have performed simulation studies by implementing the

proposed MDP model and policies on MATLAB and MDP

toolbox version 4.0 [13] with typical parameters for LTE

networks. The following conditions are assumed:

• There is a central decision maker over a 4-cell of each

250-meter radius cluster and seven different discrete

traffic intensities,

• Table II describes traffic model for simulations, also as

shown in Fig. 2,

• The direction and the velocity of user mobility are

assumed to be uniformly distributed with the maximum

velocity 10 [m/s],

• There are 40 traffic channels available for each cell,

• The boundary numbers of assigned channels are set to

[c1, ..., c5] = [8, 16, 24, 32, 40],
• There is no overhead for base station transitions.

Fig. 4 illustrates power consumption comparisons of dif-

ferent MDP algorithms with daily traffic pattern. The policy

TABLE II
TRAFFIC MODEL

Time normalized
traffic

λnew

[calls/hours/cell]

24:00 - 06:00 0.15 75

06:00 - 09:00 0.60 300

09:00 - 12:00 1.00 500

12:00 - 15:00 0.70 350

15:00 - 18:00 0.85 425

18:00 - 21:00 0.55 275

21:00 - 24:00 0.30 150
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Fig. 4. Power comparisons of different MDP algorithms (Δt = 0.1 sec, and
γ = 0.5).
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Fig. 5. Effect of different MDP epoch times.

and value iteration algorithms are examined. Since optimal BS

actions are listed in MDP policy π, MDP algorithms can have

optimal performance without exponential run-time complexity.

The baseline system, which sets all the base stations on all

the times, consumes almost constant power for the whole

day regardless of traffic intensity. On the other hand, power

consumption patterns for the MDP algorithms approximately

follows the traffic pattern as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, 55%

of daily power savings are observed when the MDP algorithms
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are applied. Especially, from midnight to 6 am when there is

the least traffic the highest energy saving effect, that is, 73% is

shown. Even when the traffic intensity is relatively high, such

as from 9 am to noon, the minimum 23% of power savings is

observed.

The performances of two algorithms are undistinguished

because the reward functions in (12) and (13) are independent

from the action a and the policy π(s) in our MDP framework,

the policy iteration algorithm becomes nothing but an unlim-

ited value iteration algorithm in our model. On the other hand,

there are definite differences between the computing times for

two algorithms. Table III compares the computing times for

the policy iteration and value iteration. The value iteration

takes much shorter time than the policy iteration; even for the

maximum iterations, only 2% of the computing time for the

policy iteration is required for the value iteration. Thus, the

MDP algorithm with the value iteration is the better choice in

this application.

TABLE III
COMPUTING TIME FOR THE TWO MDP ALGORITHMS

Algo. Max
iter.

computing
time1 [sec]

Optimality
[%]

Pol. iter. inf . 606.6 100

Val. iter. 1 7.5 99.9

Val. iter. 2 8.0 99.9

Val. iter. 3 8.7 99.9

Val. iter. 17 12.5 99.9

1 Δt = 0.1 sec, and CPU clock speed is 3.3 GHz..

Fig. 5 illustrates the power consumptions of 4 cells with

respect to different MDP epoch times. As the MDP epoch

time increases, the total power consumptions also increases as

expected. Moreover, when the traffic intensity is low, this trend

appears more clearly. The maximum power saving effect is

observed in the smallest MDP epoch time, 10 millisecond. The

shorter the MDP epoch times the faster reaction for the time-

varying traffic and the more the power savings are achieved.

Thus, a smaller MDP epoch time is better for our objective.

The MDP epoch time should be longer than the base station

transition time for the practical system environment due to

implementation concerns and should be long enough to avoid

ping-pong effects which can cause unnecessary base station

transitions for activation/deactivation. Note that we ignored

transition overheads such as extra power and time required for

operations of base station transitions. For an advanced MDP

framework, considerations for transition overhead should be

followed.

V. CONCLUSION

Power efficiency is an essential aspect as much as net-

work performance for a future eco-friendly mobile wireless

network. Since the transition probabilities between different

states can be explicitly modeled probabilistically, MDP can

be successfully applied for the base station management.

The MDP based base station management policies do not

require anymore computing overhead during the base station

operation, therefore, our MDP based base station management

policies ideally suit to the applications in real time SON.

In this paper, we propose a MDP based dynamic base

station management framework for applications in SON. We

focus on network power conservation, which corresponds to

maximizing the amount of power savings as rewards. Two

MDP algorithms with policy iteration and value iteration

are applied, and both algorithms achieve significant power

savings: 55% of daily mean power savings, upto 73% of power

savings during a low traffic period, and the minimum 23% of

power savings even during a high traffic period. In conclusion,

our MDP algorithms provide desired optimal policies to de-

activate unnecessary base stations without sacrificing network

performances. In addition, we have studied on selecting the

MDP epoch time. A shorter MDP epoch time achieves better

a policy in general, but it needs further study considering base

station on-off transition overhead.
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